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ABSTRACT
Modular housing is seriously being considered as a remedy
to some housing problems.

It has certain advantages over conven

tional construction which are derived from a systematic process.
Many problems will have to be overcome in order to achieve largescale production.

This thesis explores the potential benefits of

modular systems rather than the problems hindering their develop
ment .
Besides being able to supply housing in large quantities.
modular systems are capable of solving parts of complex problems
including urban renewal3.relocation housing3 land use. pockets of
blight, and rejuvenation of gray areas.

The advantages of modular

systems are due to elements inherent in the modular process which
include short construction time,•non-permanence, flexibility, and
smaller costs.
Modular systems will change the concept of housing.

In

stead of being permanent, monolithic structures, housing will be
come flexible, changeable, and non-permanent.

The same idea

applies to whole neighborhoods and sections of cities.
Likewise, the built-in element of change and non-permanence
will help to break up the present cycle of obsolescence and deI
terioration in urban areas.

v

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

One of the many problems facing American society is
housing.

Housing is in short supply and the cost of housing is

out of the financial and social reach of many people.

At the

same time, the cost of all the components which go into housing
continues to rise.

One-third of the American population is not

able to afford standard quality dwelling units; eleven million
people live in substandard dwelling units which should be re
placed.

To correct the present housing situation, the 1968

Housing Act stipulated that 2.6 million dwelling units must be
built a year for the next ten years for a total of 26 million
units.

In 1971 approximately 2.05 million units were built,;

which is the best year for the housing industry since the 1950Js
(House & Home, 1972, p. 72).

Yet, the goal was not reached and

has never been reached.
The traditional construction industry is in the process of
modernization.
tem.

But there are inherent inequities within this sys

Now, new approaches to the process of building houses are

being investigated.

One trail has led to the industrialized

housing field which is comprised of mobile homes, modular housing,
and prefabrication.

Modular housing is the newest, the least

known, and the least applied form of the three.

In 1969 modular

production was 9,000 units (not counting mobile homes); in 1970
production was 27,000; in 1971 production was 52,160; and in 1972
the forecast is 90,000 units (House & Home, 1972, p. 72).
Many problems and hurdles will have to be overcome if
large-scale production of modular housing is to be achieved.
There are technical, structural, new material, and new process
problems to be solved which are common to all new products. Modu
lar housing must also overcome some of the traditional and insti
tutional hurdles facing the construction.industry.

In addition,

modular systems must overcome some problems of transportation,
marketing, traditional attitudes, and prejudices.
In order to explore some of the potential benefits of
modular systems, this thesis starts with the assumption that the
production and marketing problems will be solved and that in the
near future many different.modular housing systems will be in fullscale production across the country.

It is assumed that the mate

rials used in these systems include paper and plastics, plus all
the common construction materials used today.
It is the contention of this thesis that modular housing
systems can become tools for the partial solution of some problems .
in the urban areas.

The greatest potential.that modular systems

offer is a rapid and quick increase in the overall housing stock
at lower costs while offering improved quality.

Modular systems

have factors inherent in the process that are advantageous in
solving problems like relocation housing, renewal projects, gray

3
areas? pockets of blight, land use, and landholding.techniques.
Modular systems also offer a chance to break up the traditional
cycle of obsolescence and the deterioration of housing units.
Chapter 2 examines industrialized housing and describes
the different categories and clarifies the differences between
each type.

Chapter 3 investigates how modular systems can solve

some housing and land^use problems.

Chapter 4 examines a different

type of modular housing system and its implications for the family,
for the neighborhood, and for the city..

Chapter 5 investigates

the use of modular housing systems to break up the cycle of obso
lescence and deterioration facing the urban housing stock, and
offers a comparison between two different hypothetical building
cycles.

The final chapter draws a few conclusions, about the use

of modular-housing systems.

CHAPTER 2
INDUSTRIALIZED HOUSING
:

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the various

categories of industrialized housing.

These categories will be

defined, then■the units will be briefly described *

The differences

between the major categories of industrialized housing will be
clarified.
Industrialized housing falls into the broad category of
building systems.

It is important to view factory-assembled mod

ules not only as houses with singular price tags but also as ele
ments of a system.

Building systems can contain any construction

methods; however, industrialized building processes are better
attuned to the systems approach than other methods.
tems may be defined as:

Building sys

(N.A.A.C.P.., 1970, p. 9)

the application of modern management techniques to co
ordinate design, the manufacture, the operation and the
overall financial and managerial administration into a
disciplined method of building with the following elements:
1.

Continuity of production.

2.

Integration of different stages of the whole
production process.

'

3.

High degree of organization of work.

i

4.

Mechanization to replace manual labor.

5,

Research and organized experimentation inte
grated with the whole process.

6 = Manufacture off-site and erection on-site.

4

The systems approach is an attempt to integrate the userTs re
quirements 'with the available resources into a system which allows
the producer to get the best possible use out of the available re
sources to meet the needs of the people (Ehrenkrantz, 1971, p. 4),
:

An industrialized house may be defined as any house or

section of a house wholly manufactured or in part substantially
.manufactured by duplicative techniques on a production line type
of operation in a factory, but not necessarily a permanent offsite factory, which is transported to the site and is wholly or
partly assembled on-site•(Reidelback, 1970, p. 13).

Industrialized

housing is able to take full advantage of the elements of building
systems.

Basically, industrialized housing trades the high-cost

skilled seasonal labor for capitalization with the various jobs
performed by relatively unskilled labor at lower wages operating
on a yearly basis.

The advantages are partially.reduced by the

cost of transportation, by large capital investment at the begin
ning, and by the need of mechanical equipment for on-site assembly.
Industrialized housing is divided into three major cate
gories— mobile homes, modular housing, and componentized units.
There are many divisions within each of these categories.

The

subgroups are just variations of the dominant features which di,vide them into categories. The confusion arises when attempting
/ !
•
,
to distinguish between some mobile homes and other industrialized
housing .units.

The confusion is due to the fact that the industry

producing these units is progressing rapidly and the changes in

6
their products are numerous, thus making the various types appear
similar.
Mobile Homes
The first category includes mobile homes,, which are the
oldest and most prevalent form of industrialized housing in the
United

States.

While mobile home units are produced in a factory,

they are not necessarily produced under

systematized processes. A

mobile home may be defined as a factory-fabricated transportable
dwelling unit complete with accessories, which exceeds either
eight feet in width or thirty-two body feet in length, built on a
chassis and designed to be used as a dwelling for long-term occu
pancy, with or without a permanent foundation when connected to
the required utilities, with little or no on-site laborrequired
for setup (Bair, 1965, p. 32; Bair, 1971, p. 55).
Mobile homes should be differentiated from the travel
trailer because each is a different concept for a separate use.
A travel trailer may be defined as:
a vehicular portable structure designed as a temporary
dwelling unit for travel, recreation, and vacation uses
which
a.

is identified on the unit by the manufacturer
as a travel trailer;

b.

is not more than eight feet

in body width;

c.

with the length of the body
feet;

is not over thirty

d.

with a gross weight, factory equipped for the
road, does not exceed 4,500 pounds (Bair, 1965,
p. 31),
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The mobile home exterior is characteristically covered
with aluminum siding and has a flat or only slightly sloping roof
which accents the long box shape.

The overall appearance is dis

organized and unattractive, offering little design.

The canned-

metallic appearance of the mobile home, rather than its substandard
structural qualities, is the prevalent cause of the poor reception.
It is excluded on the grounds that its appearance would adversely
affect the character of the neighborhood and would lower the sur
rounding property values (Taliesin, 1970, p. 9).
The lower price of mobile homes is the major reason for
their present popularity.

The cheaper prices are due to the use

of bottom-of-the-line hardware, materials, and the economics of
using lower-quality standards in construction (Taliesin, p. 9).
Mobile homes depreciate at a faster rate than conventional housing.
As a result, their life expectancy is only from ten to fifteen
years.

This phenomenon is reflected in the financing of mobile

homes.

They are not subject to long-term financing.

This scheme

is in part due to the fact that mobile homes are not attached to
the land as conventional buildings.

They are easier to finance as

installment loans but not cheaper to finance than regular housing
(Taliesin, p. TO)".

The lending rates are higher and for a shorter

period of time. . In periods of tight money, it is often easier to
obtain an installment loan to buy a mobile home than.to get mort
gage funds for the purchase of conventional housing.

A down pay

ment is usually 20 to 30 percent of the total price.

A ten-year

loan will usually have an interest rate between 11 and 14 percent.

The Interest rate drops down to 7.97 to 10.57 percent on a ten- to
fifteen-year loan.

Also, Federal Housing Administration and Vet

eran Administration methods of financing are now available
(Bernhardt, 1971, p. 198). .
Mobile homes have also received poor reception at the
planning and administrative level of many municipalities. The
substandard structural qualities of mobile homes rarely conform
with the local building codes and other regulations.

They are

taxed as chattel rather than real estate; the resulting tax is less
revenue to the city, while the demand for services is equivalent
to the average conventional single-family unit.
The other types of mobile homes commonly found are the
double ..or triple units.

These are mobile homes consisting of,

respectively, two or three sections transported separately and
combined at the site to form single dwelling units, while retain
ing their individual chassis for possible future movement (Bair,
1971, p. 56).

Another common model is the expandable mobile home,

which may be defined as a mobile home with one or more room sec
tions that fold, collapse, or telescope into the principal unit
when being transported and are expanded at the site to provide
additional living areas (Bair, 1971, p. 57).

-

Modular Housing

The second major category of industrialized housing is the
modular group.

One must not confuse modular housing with modular

coordination or modular dimensioning, both of which have to do with

standard dimensioning of building materials, products, and designs.
Modular housing, as it exists today, is in the beginning stages of
development.

The mobile home industry is nearing its zenith,'while

modular production is not quite off the ground. Many current mod
ules are descendants of the mobile homes and show clear evidence
of their origin.

Early modular units were produced by mobile home

producers by processes not unlike ones producing mobile homes.

As

a result, many modular units are similar to mobile homes in outward
appearances.

But, modular housing has since surpassed mobile

homes in quality of product, appearance, and utility.

Mobile

home producers have noted the increasing gap between their prod
uct and the modulars and the resulting encroachment upon their
markets. As a result, producers have begun to improve the mobile
home unit and the gap has decreased.

But, regardless of some

present similarity, modular housing represents a more thoroughly
thought-out conclusion than the mobile home (Taliesin, 1970, p. 11)
When it is assembled, the completed structure becomes indistin
guishable from a conventionally built structure.

One key poten

tial for success of modular units is status as a real structure;
but the converse is also true; the biggest potential hazard to
modular success is any intimation that modular units are nothing
but glorified mobile homes (House S- Home, 1971a, p. 58).
Modular structures are made by combining a number of mod
ules at the. site.

A module may be defined as a building block or

a stack box which is a partly self-contained dwelling section

built on an assembly line in a factory (Reidelback, 1970, p. 15).
Two o r .more units are joined on a foundation to form a modular
dwelling unit which is a structurally complete building finished
on the exterior and which may or may not be furnished on the in
terior to include carpeting, draperies, and furniture.

The erec

tion of a modular house is accomplished in a matter of days instead
of months, thereby reducing the costs.

Modular structures are

limited to those units which meet local building codes and are
eligible for long-term amortized mortgage financing.

Modules are

more mobile than mobile homes since they are built to more rigorous
specifications.

They must be able to withstand the strain of

transportation from the factories to the site, plus span the pier
foundations sometimes used under them.

Modular structures may be

stronger than stick-built structures, since conventional units are
<

not built to be transported.

Modulars may increase in value for

the same reasons any conventional structure does; the land under
the building accrues in value faster than the unit depreciates.
A modular system can produce any major type of dwelling
unit which conventional building methods can, including single
family housing, low- and high-rise apartment buildings, garden
apartments, and townhouses. Modular systems will provide housing
in ways in by systems that conventional systems cannot.

One

example is modules suspended from large central towers called
megastructures (Carreiro, 1968, p. 19).

Any- material used in conventional construction methods is
usable in modular methods.

The converse is.not true, however.

All materials used in modular construction are not used in con
ventional methods.

Experiments are being conducted to use such

materials as plastics and paper as major components in the fabri
cation of the shell and in the finishing of the interior of the
modules.

It is the institutional restraints and attitudes which

are limiting the application of these materials.

The single-family

house, garden apartment, and apartment building under three sto
ries are generally built with wood systems. Anything rising above •
three stories is built, with concrete or steel modules or has a
steel or concrete frame with the individual modules attached to
the framework.
Perhaps the greatest advantages modular systems have to
offer are the time elements.

Modular dwelling structures.can be

constructed in a short time, one-quarter or one-half of the time
it takes the conventional stick-built methods.

A small complex of

twenty-eight apartments (fifty-six modules) was built in Vicksburg,
Mississippi, in ten weeks.

The modules were built by Magnolia

Homes Corporation in just seventeen days; the rest of the time
was spent, in site preparation and erection (U. S. Dept, of HUD,
1968, p. 13). Such experiences are not uncommon when encountering
.
.
.
.
■‘ ■
'modular projects elsewhere. Less time also means the costs can be
reduced.
There are two major categories of modular units. :These
groups are only different in the type of module used in the erection

of the modular structure.

The first group is the sectionals. The

modules are not. unlike the mobile homes sectionals, except that
they are built to meet local building codes. A sectional module
denotes a family of prefabricated boxes which, when joined to
gether at the site, form a complete structural unit conforming to
local building regulations (Reidelback, 1970, p. 16),
A sectional house is the most prevalent type of modular
housing today.

It is used mainly to erect.single-family housing,

A sectional house may be defined as a structure made from two or
more factory-fabricated modules transported to the site and joined
together to make a single-family dwelling unit which has the
characteristics of a single-family unit (Reidelback, 1970, p. 19),
A sectional box is simply a sectional house without the
factory-instailed roof (Reidelback, p. 21).

This is an attempt to

eliminate the low-profile roof so common to industrialized housing
and to remove the stigma of the mobile home box-like profile.

The

room height is increased from a 7'6" ceiling to the standard S ’O”
ceiling, thereby eliminating the tunnel effect in the interior.
It is a trade-off of a better looking and appealing unit for the
extra cost of installing the roof at the site.

Sectional boxes

are frequently used in constructing low-rise apartment buildings.
There are numerous variations of the sectional house and
box.

These ingenious devices have one thing in common:

they are

ways of circumventing the regulations governing the transportation
of units over the road, or ways of eliminating more on-site labor '
while trying to provide better designed products.
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The other types of modular housing systems are different.
Their development is .less advanced than the sectional modules be
cause these modules did not have any prototypes.
termed the "Three Dimensional Modulars."

This group is

The modules are smaller

and more specialized than the sectional modules, and a greater num
ber of. modules are required to assemble a complete structure
(Reidelback, 1970, p. 26).

Instead of being one-third, one-quarter,

or one-half of a dwelling unit, like the sectionals, these are
individual rooms, activity areas, or complete areas by behavior
patterns.

They are like components or prefabricated units but in

larger three-dimensional space terms.
Componentized Group
The third category is th e .componentized group.

This cate

gory includes the prefabricated parts and the component units.
They are fabricated in a factory for assembly on the site.

They

are generally two-dimensional parts, sub-assemblies, and. parts of
larger systems used for reducing on-site labor and time require
ments (Reidelback, 1970, p. 11).

These include component assemblies

like wall panels, roof trusses, partitions, floor assemblies,
plumbing trees, and the like.

Such component systems very often

include a "wet module" such as a bathroom, kitchen, or utility
module. Neither the prefabrication of parts nor even the prefab
rication of complete units necessarily involves the complete
application of a systems approach.
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Differences
As one can see from the definitions and the descriptions,
there is quite, a difference between modular and mobile home units.
First, modular units conform to the local building codes and regu
lations, whereas mobile homes do not,

A modular building has the

characteristic appearance of a structure built by conventional
methods. However, mobile homes look different from other residen
tial units. The unnatural appearance sets them apart from other
structures. The individual modules are incomplete; they are only
parts with which to assemble a structure. A mobile home, except
for the double-wide, is a complete dwelling unit in itself.

Modu

lar units are usually built in a factory under a systems approach,
whereas mobile homes are also built in a factory, but by processes
similar to conventional stick-built processes.
Modular units are eligible for long-term mortgage financing
at lower interest rates than mobile homes.

Mobile homes are not

eligible for mortgage financing, because they are not attached to
the land and a lower quality of materials is used in their con
struction.

Regardless, mobile homes are able to provide decent

housing for people who have been neglected by other methods.

The

average mobile home cost of $5,600 is a smaller financial burden
for people to carry (Carreiro, 1968, p. 31).

The cost per square

foot depends largely upon the type and number of accessories,
furniture, and appliances.

A rule of thumb for a mobile home pur

chase is approximately $9.00 per square foot (Bagley, 1971, p. 13)
and a final cost, delivered at the site, of $11.90 per square foot
(Carreiro, 1968, p. 31).

'
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Comparing the costs of modular units is even more difficult,
because more variables must be considered.

The cost of a modular

unit will depend upon three basic factors:

1) the type of system;

2) the volume of production; 3) the transportation and distance.
The Fredella Village cost about $11.20 per square foot, which is
6 percent below conventional costs (U. S. Dept, of HUD, 1968,
p. 24).

Costs on a medium-rise apartment building of precast con

crete by a system producing 1,000 modules per year are $16.30 per
square foot conventional, $15,80 modular-prototype, and $14.22
once the modular system is in full production ( Fowler,

p.

48).

A system for low-income housing developed by Housing Research for
Michigan City is a multilevel cluster arrangement of steel-con
structed modules.

The construction cost figures illustrate the

cost versus volume relationship:
I
II
101
501

to
to
to
to

10
100
500
1000

living units
living units
living units
living units

-- $14.00-$16,00 per
— $13,50-$14.50 per
■
— $ 8.50-$ 9.50 per
— $ 7.00-$ 8.50 per

square foot
square foot
square foot
square foot

Site preparation and land acquisition costs would have to be added
to these figures (U. S. Dept, of HUD, 1968, p. 16-17).
There is no general rule of thumb for gauging the costs of
modular systems compared with other structure types.

In Operation

Breakthrough, HUD’s experiment with modular housing.systems in
research and development, the average cost was $22,410 per residen
tial unit, which is the total of 22 different systems and 2,796
prototype housing units, including transportation and site prepara
tion costs (House & Home, 1971b, p. 20),
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Single-family detached housing averages from $11.65 to
$42.50 per square foot with a median price of $20.00 by conven
tional stick-built methods (Sturgis, 1972, p. 171).

Apartments

average from a low of $9.20 per square foot to a high of $54.50,
with a median cost of $18.65 per square foot (Sturgis, 1972, p.. 166).
The regulations governing mobile homes are not adequate
for regulating modular units.

These are two different concepts.

There is a need to separate mobile from modular regulations, or
the rules might have the unintended effect of requiring all modulars to be located in mobile home parks. There is a question as
to whether or not modular units require separate regulations from
conventional units.

If modular units .conform to all the regula

tions of the area, like conventional structures, then the modulars
should be given the same locational freedom as conventional
structures.

CHAPTER 3
PROBLEM AREAS
Modular housing should be able to help solve some of the
complex problems facing urban areas, such as urban renewal, re
location, neighborhood conservation and preservation, and the gray
areas, plus the ensuing social reactions.

But it must be noted

that the employment of modular systems to provide dwelling units
is not enough.

Supplying physical dwelling units alone will not

solve the whole situation, yet it is an important step.

In the

past, dissatisfaction with housing programs has focused primarily
upon the absence of community facilities, inadequacy of recreational
facilities, inadequacy of the social environment, insecurity and
concentration of units in one area separated from the main stream
of the community.

Programs for physical improvements must be

coupled with social services providing advice, guidance, and coun
seling aimed at bringing the family into the life of the community
(Schermer, 1968, p. 16).

Renewal and Relocation Projects
Urban renewal has destroyed many cohesive neighborhoods,
forcing families to move out, such as Boston’s West End (U. S. Dept,
of HUD, 1969, Vol. II, p. iii-65).

It has led to the demolition

of housing, which could have been rehabilitated in some cases.
17

It
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has operated to exclude such families from inclusion in the reuse
of the area.

Relocation has been a major reason for community

hostility to the destruction and rebuilding of housing.

Studies

of renewal experiences show that when families move away some must
pay appreciably higher rents, and others move into housing more
substandard than what they had previously occupied (U. S. Dept, of
HUD, 1969, Vol. II, p. iii-65).
disrupted other neighborhoods.

The relocation process has also
Relocation of necessity can destroy

a complex web of old and working personal relationships.

When the

big-city worker is uprooted and relocated quite near his former
area, the disruption is often an agonizing experience (Toffler, 1970,
p. 87), which can lead to an anti-social behavior (Toffler, p. 89).
The resulting rebuilding of the area contributes little towards
the development of a sense of community among the tenants.

These

projects have had a general lack of versatility and flexibility;
the inability to generate momentum among the tenants with the■rest
of the city.
These problems are immense and are very real.
cult to find solutions, in which no one is hurt.
urban.renewal offers the only viable solution.

It is diffi

In some cases,
In other cases,

alternative solutions offer more social justice attuned to human
needs.

One such alternative solution is offered through the use

of modular systems.

Toffler summed up the advantages of modular

systems in Future Shock:

"The preservation of the whole through

systematic replacement of certain parts" (Toffler, 1970, p. 208).

Several modular systems have already been devised to re
develop an.area while not destroying the neighborhood and offering
only minimal disruption and relocation of the inhabitants.

Such a •

system would permit swift and concrete achievements within a clearly
defined neighborhood area.

The inhabitants would probably be re

located within the same neighborhood and be more favorably disposed
to the relocation (11. S, Dept, of HUD, 1969, Vol. II, p. iii-65).
However, it would have to be demonstrated that the residents of
the area have a desire to remain and would take advantage of such
developments.

•

Modular systems would provide opportunities for gradual
step-by-step rebuilding of the area, so that most of the displaced
inhabitants could move into new dwelling units in their present
location rather than be moved out of the area (Progressive Archi
tecture, 1968, p. 106).

One such scheme, called "Interpod," was

proposed by Florida architect William Morgan.

The system includes

a twenty-two-story megastructure which acts as the central core,
containing all the utilities, elevators, and stairs, with the
dwelling modules attached to it by various ways.

If the modules

are not placed on the ground floor, but start at the second story,
the whole structure takes up only 10 to 15. percent of the total
ground space.

The whole structure would cost $12.83 per square

foot, including carpeting and air conditioning (Progressive Archi
tecture , 1968, p. 115).

Another similar system has been developed

by Suspended Structures, San Francisco, California, called "Suspended

Cell System.”

This is the same concept for towers over ten

stories allowing for the removal of one or more modules without
disturbing the basic structure or the other modules.

The complete

building can be made ready for occupancy within eight months from .
the start of construction, which is a 50 percent reduction in con
struction time and represents a 30 percent reduction- in total costs
(Carreiro, 1968, p. 162).
Such projects would be started on any available vacant land
suitable for apartment or townhouse development.

The modular units

would, be transported to the site and would be assembled.
process would act something like a wave:

Then, the

Inhabitants living in

substandard units would have the choice of moving into these new
units or going elsewhere.

Then, other deteriorated units would be

rehabilitated or removed, which would then free the land for more
housing or whatever.

This process would continue proceeding from

the worst housing down the.line.

One variation of this scheme is

building the modular units in the middle of a block, while the
residents remain on the periphery of the same block.

Then, the

inhabitants would move into the new units in the middle of the
block, perhaps allowing the periphery then to be cleared.
Modular systems offer some advantages over conventional
/ building systems in urban renewal projects.
to redevelop the area without destroying it.

They offer the chance
There is a chance

to integrate new influences with the old fabric of the area.

This

will help to evolve a continuing image and character of the area
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and to make the changing process a continuum instead of a sharp
break.

The new units will take, only one-half'the time or less for

development; this short time period will minimize the disruption
in the area and will greatly reduce the costs.

The modular dwelling

units will offer a better living environment at less expense than
the conventional methods.

The financing of the project will be

for a shorter period of time. and the interim financing during con
struction will cost less.

Construction loans are expensive, usually

costing about 1 to 3 percent over the prime interest rate, depending
upon the time period and the percent of cash distribution (Soloman,
p. 6).

In addition, they are difficult to obtain and entail a

large amount of administrative time and energy in order to comply ■
with the procedures. Approximately 10 percent of the construction
money would be saved if the interim loan advance were eliminated,
or if the amount of the loan were reduced as construction time was
reduced.
The inhabitants will be able to occupy the units in a
shorter period of time; therefore, the rents can be collected
sooner to help finance the project, further reducing the total
cost of financing.

Furthermore, the sooner the people are able to

occupy the project, the faster the overcrowding of other units is
alleviated, and people are able to move from substandard units
thereby reducing the social costs.

Modular systems offer a flexi

bility for the future of the area.

Should redevelopment take

place in the same area in the future, the area can be changed
easily, for change is inherent in the modular system.
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The problems of relocation may be solved by another scheme.
Temporary modular dwelling units could be used to house tenants of
clearance areas.

The city may own vacant lots in the renewal neigh

borhoods that will not be available for permanent housing for a few
years.

Relocation housing should be placed on these lots.

units would be nonpermanent and movable.

These

Ideally, they would be so

inexpensive that they could be disposed of rather than moved.
Northwest I, a renewal project in Washington, D, C., is experimenting
with twenty-four homes for interim relocation housing which will be
detached and moved after use in one area (Journal of Housing, 1968,
p. 365).

Such relocation housing would give residents of clearance

areas a choice which many do not presently find available.

Mobile

homes may offer a better alternative to relocation schemes until
the costs of suitable modular systems are reduced.

Presently, East

Chicago, Indiana, is experimenting with five temporary sites within
old neighborhoods for seventy mobile homes for relocation housing
(Bates, 1971, p. 131).
Pockets of Blight
No provision has been made for the treatment of small areas
of blight in neighborhoods which are worth retaining and improving.
These pockets can spread rapidly through an area if nothing is done
to stop them; the result will be need of a renewal'project.

Owners

of nearby property suffer losses in property, value as a result of
these pockets.

They find it difficult to dispose of their property

and tend to reduce the level of maintenance; thus the cycle of

deterioration starts.

No parcel of land is independent of its

neighbors in its potential to attract or hinder new development.
The reuse value of any urban building is determined by the condi
tions external to that site (Bourne, 1969., p. 186).

Thus, new resi

dential construction is discouraged because the value of new units
may be less than their reproduction costs.

Hence, if the area is

reclaimed, either wholesale or piecemeal, it progressively deteri
orates (Hoyt, 1966, p. 62).

These pockets, plus the many scattered

vacant lots in urban areas., represent an important potential means
of upgrading neighborhoods.

The major purpose is to put a stop to

the blighting process and, at the same time, to improve the area
to provide an incentive to return private capital for investing in
housing.

In other words, it would amount to a mini-urban renewal

project.
.The city of Boston used such an approach with the Infill
Housing Program.

The city used land from tax foreclosures. All

the lots were oddly shaped with unusual topographic features and
were mostly vacant.

The program was executed on a crash basis to

increase the supply of low-income housing and specifically to pro
vide large low-income family housing to avoid a serious hardship
for displaced large families,

One thousand units were to be con

structed with initial occupancy within six months.

All planning,

financing, community programming, and site, acquisition were done
in the first sixty days, with the remaining time spent on site
preparation and erection (Architectural Record, 1968, p. 158).
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The Akron, Ohio, Housing Authority instituted an Instant
Housing Program on a similar basis.

In. this program, time was the

most pressing factor.■ This program was to alleviate, a critical
housing shortage, with 1,500 dwelling units to be erected within
a short period of time.

The first ten units were ready for occu

pancy within thirty days; another 176 units followed in sixty days.
The cost was about 20 percent cheaper, since no construction loan
money was needed (Journal of Housing, 1969, p. 300).
Both of these projects utilized vacant land.

The same

sort of scheme could be used to remove blighted pockets within
neighborhoods, since both hold potentials for improving areas,
The project should use modular systems because of the time element.
The faster the malignant influences of blight are removed, the
better.

Removing the negative influence is only the first step.

There are the lingering influences of blight remaining in the area.
New inputs should follow as soon as possible.

Modular units can

be assembled on the sites as soon as the old units are removed.
Hopefully, confidence will be restored in the area by the new units
so that incentives to continue investment would follow.

The modu

lar construction would not disturb the fabric of the area.

The

units would offer a new choice in the housing stock of the neigh
borhood to compete with the existing stock.

The. governmental in

vestment in such a project would be significantly smaller than in
the full-fledged.renewal project, which would be another alternative
if nothing were done.

Holding Techniques
When the cost of modular housing has been sufficiently
reduced, modular systems will become a tool for holding land in
reserve.

Presently, vacant land is left unused or is used for

some temporary function which entails only a minor capital outlay.
The results are not totally desirable.

The land is usually adja

cent to paved streets, utility lines, and near schools. This is .
an improper use of municipal facilities,.which could be corrected
if modular housing units were used on such land, where the imme
diate environment is suitable.

This idea of nonpermanent building

for holding land has not been explored, but the idea is basically
simple.

It is better to generate some sort of rent from the land

rather than to let it lie dormant.

It is unwise and wasteful to

leave certain lands vacant in the land-scarce central city area.
Modular systems could be a lucrative and flexible means of holding
land for later conversion to more intensive use; in this way, the
owner and the taxing jurisdiction both benefit (Larson, 1967, p. 349).
Vacant land makes up one-fifth of the land area of cities
over 100,000 and the proportion increases as the population de
creases (Northern, 1971, p. 347).

Most of the land, about 78 per

cent, is buildable (Northern, 1971, p. 354).
made up of five major categories.

This vacant land is

The first two categories are the

remnant parcels, which are generally small and unbuildable.

The

third is the corporate reserves for providing land for expansion
or relocation and land held as a hedge against rising land costs.
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This type of reserve could provide some land'for temporary dwellingunits if it were not located near any negative influences.

The

fourth type is land held for speculation which is generally found
as the distance from the central core increases.

The parcels tend

to be of modest size and would be desirable land for establishing
nonpermanent dwelling, units.

The fifth category is land owned by

the public or semipublic and institutions as reserves.
As an example, take a piece of land whose value, location,
and zoning make it presently suited for single-family development,
but which lies directly in the path of an area’s growth pattern.
If it is built out today, at single-family density, ten years from
today the area will be deprived of what may be a high-density site.
Suburban sprawl will take another step forward (House & Home, 1970,
p. 57).

If such land was developed with nonpermanent dwellings,

then when the land becomes of sufficient value or the owner has
decided to redevelop .it, thb units can be moved or can be disposed
of.
Mobile homes could not be used for such nonpermanent struc
tures in many situations.

Many local jurisdictions would not allow

them to be located in appropriate areas within their city limits
(Bair, 1965, p. 37).

Many neighborhood residents might object if

I a "tin box” was set up in their area.
/

The units could not be

;

stacked to provide a higher density. .But, if mobile home parks
were carefully developed, and if certain local regulations were
■ changed, then there would be no reason for not allowing these
parks to be used for landholding in certain areas.
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Modular systems may make it possible to apply this non
permanent landholding technique to a whole city or section of a
city.

The densities of a city area, could be increased or decreased

quickly, land use changed, or structure changed as planned.
builder could respond quickly to a strong market demand,

A

Out-of-

date land use patterns would be eliminated if the land could be
cleared at specified time intervals and replaced with either the
same type of structure reflecting newest available technology or a
more rationally updated, land use.

This would eliminate the prob

lem of blighted, outmoded housing hanging on the market.

Economic

replacement of entire structures would be feasible as they became
obsolete without destroying the basic composition of the area.
old units would be quickly and.easily replaced.

The

Why should build

ings have long life spans when modern technology is going to make
them obsolete, within a few years?

It would only hamper the imple

mentation of technical progress (Larson, 1967,•p. 439).

There would

be more frequent redesign and modernization of basic land uses. A
municipality might, own all the land within its boundaries and
lease it for x number of years.

At the end of this time period,

removal or change would be mandatory.

Another approach could be

a tax gradually increasing with age (Andrews, 1962, p. 264).

People

.would not have to live with the mistakes of planners or the corrup
tion of governmental officials.

Wider and deeper.experimentation

of planning and land-use theories would be. possible without per
petuating previous mistakes.
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Gray Areas
The gray areas of cities present special problems. There
are two ways to view the-areas.. One view is that they are areas
of vast, under-utilized potential for solving housing.problems;
the other is that they are transitional areas.
The gray areas are those which are not deteriorated enough
to warrant clearance, yet are in need of considerable improvement.
These areas will not be touched by urban renewal (Melamed, 1965,
p. 151).

They possess all the normal capital improvements and

utilities, but present service does not meet the levels for which
the facilities were designed; therefore, this under-service is
costing the city extra money, besides having to be provided else
where.

The schools have, vacant classrooms, while in other areas

overcrowding is critical.

These same schools have not experienced

the massive racial shifts of.other areas (Melamed, 1965, p. 157).
Governmental services are deteriorating along with the housing.
This, unfortunately, encourages the areas to appear more run-down
than they actually are.

In the long run, the decline of govern

mental services leads to substantial deterioration of the whole
t

area.

The land use is a mixture of industrial, commercial, and

residential, with one or the other predominant in different parts .
of the gray areas.

Small pockets of blight are scattered across

these areas. The gray areas can be summed up as "massed areas of
contiguous obsolescence" (Cunningham, 1965, p. 48).
The people inhabiting these areas are mainly residual .
families, old people, and single people living on small pensions

at bare subsistence level, but most owning their own homes.

Owner

ship in such instances is apt to be more of a burden than a boon.
The housing is a mixture of sizes with a greater proportion of
large houses.

Newcomers are generally young, poor, and frequently

minority people (Melamed, 1965, p. 154).

These areas still serve

the vital purpose of providing places for families of limited means
to live.
These areas are not standing still; they are growing in size
and continuing to decline in quality.

The potential is great be

cause they contain large supplies of surplus housing." The housing
is still too useful to be replaced, but it is not clear whether the
economic conditions are really favorable for such development in
comparison with possibilities elsewhere in the city (Frieden, 1964.,
p. 47).

The current lack of new development does not necessarily

mean that the economic prerequisites for rebuilding are missing.
A reasonable economic basis for attracting new housing is necessary.
In some cases, further governmental action is all that is necessary
to provide the prerequisite (Frieden, 1964, p. 8).

The solution

requires a more complex physical and social planning than merely
a clean sweep.
The gray areas can be saved through a gradual renovation
process.

Modular housing systems can offer some advantages over

conventional methods. The first step should be the erection of
modular dwellings for the elderly and those people inhabiting the
blighted pockets.

The new units would offer a choice to elderly

persons wishing to rid themselves of their houses, thus freeing
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some of the existing housing.

Likewise, relocation housing is pro

vided so that the blighted pockets can be eliminated as quickly as
possible.

This process was discussed in a previous section of this

chapter, and the same scheme is applicable here.. Modular systems
allow for a very flexible design and rebuilding of an area.

If

desired, an intensive lot-by-lot program could take place for less
money and energy.

Given the basic module, they can be arranged in

many different schemes in order to avoid the repetition frequently
associated with redevelopment projects.

The degree of flexibility

would depend to a large extent upon the modular system employed.
Modular systemsT greatest contribution would be the reduc
tion of costs.

In these schemes, time is not the prevailing ele

ment once the initial steps have been taken.

Costs of redevelopment

are the deciding factors for the gray areas.

These areas have

trouble competing against the cheaper raw land elsewhere in the
community.

So, any reduction in.costs will help because there is

an accumulative effect in the financing of the projects.
cost should be disregarded because it does

No one

not offer a dramatic re

duction in costs (Douglas National Commission, 1969, p. 476).

The

short time necessary for the erection of modular units will reduce
or eliminate the interim financing and reduce the overall financing
from 10 percent to as much as 50 percent.

The short time will also

save on the cost of damage from vandalism.All the lower costs in
development will help to offset the high acquisition costs of the
land-.

This savings may put the gray areas into a better competitive

basis with the rest of the city.

Also, the utilities and other
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facilities will be used at their proper levels when people return
to these areas, thereby saving the expense of duplicating public
facilities elsewhere.
Incentives for the future are established in a short time.
I

The new housing is physical proof of the municipality's commitment
in the neighborhood.

The new units start to compete with the old

ones. The supply of housing is increased for the area and the city
as a whole.

The density of the area could be increased without

the destruction of what was built in the past.

The fabric of the

neighborhood is maintained while simultaneously improved.

The old

is integrated with the future with only minimal disruption.

At the

same time, any nuisances in the area must be removed to improve the
environment.

The improvement of city facilities along with a

building code enforcement should be occurring simultaneously.
The second way to view gray areas is as transitional areas
in the midst of changing from one dominant land.use to another.
The land of this area cannot compete with other areas of the city.
The acquisition costs are too high for the level of demand. It is
not merely a lack of demand for building sites but a demand blocked
by high acquisition costs as a reflection of the market, while the
reuse value is too low to yield a satisfactory return on the in
vestment (Smith, 1971, p. 250).

Modular systems would provide in

expensive dwelling units on a temporary basis.
would act as another sort of. landholding device.
these areas is uncertain.

This type of scheme
The future of

If the market swings one way, this area
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will become residential again.

Should the market swing in the

other direction, the area will become commercial, industrial, or
both.

But, i n ■the meantime, housing is needed in an area with a

full array of public facilities.

If the municipality has a firm

conviction about preserving the residential nature of the area, it
will improve the governmental services and social programs and
interject modular units into these areas. These actions should
start the long, complex process of rejuvenation.

On the other

hand, should the area fall to another land use, the modular units.
can provide dwelling units until the area is converted and then
be moved.

CHAPTER 4
HOUSE OF MANY PARTS

This chapter investigates a different approach to the use
of a modular system.

A house should be thought of as the combina

tion of three elements:

environment, enclosure, and equipment; or

rather site, shell, and core components. All of these elements
vary in durability and useful lifetime, and should be considered
as -separate aspects of a house which are easily replaceable, allow
ing for rapid rehabilitation (Schlefer, 1967, p. 22).
recognized the trend in Future Shock:

Toffler

"We are moving from long-

enduring to temporary forms, from permanence to transcience"
(Toffler, 1970, p. 136),

Toffler was able to wrap up the whole

idea of the component house into one sentence:

Tt . .. . preserva

tion of the whole through systematic replacement of transient
components" (Toffler, 1970, p. 208).

The same quotation was used

in Chapter 3 to describe the use of modular systems in neighborhood
preservation; it is used here in the same context at a different
scale, aiming for the same result.
An interchangeable system would emphasize flexibility in a
structure. A larger number of smaller modules would be required
to erect a complete structure.

Instead of two, three., or four

modules to erect a structure, ten or twelve modules would be re
quired to assemble a structure.

In independent (one module is

not structurally dependent on another) modular systems, any one
33
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module could in theory be replaced without affecting the other
modules.

Dependent systems (one module is structurally dependent

on another) conceivably could be designed which would allow the
progressive replacement of components,
would be easily replaceable.

In either case, modules

Yet, the long-term economics of pro

viding this degree of flexibility has not been established (Carreiro,
1968, p. 48).
The dwelling unit would become an assembly of discrete
packages with each volume of general and special living space a
separate item.

Each component or "discrete entity" would be as

signed a different useful lifespan and be manufactured to specifi
cations consistent with the desired life.
A housing system could result that would make it conve
nient to replace components without replacing the entire
building, and allow the units to function efficiently
at all times .■ Rapidly improving.elements could be re
placed frequently while permanent components would be
kept for the full duration of the site. For example,
an appliance component, since appliances constantly.and
rapidly improve, might have a short design life of 5 to
10 years. A general space might be expected to last 20
to 25 years, while the foundations might be designed for
50 years. In a high-density arrangement, a megastructure
might last 100
years while modules could
be replaced
every 15 years
or so (Carreiro, 1968, p.
19).
A building

would be able to maintain its value throughout

its life since the

parts which had worn out or become obsolete be

cause of changes in style or technology would be easily replaced.
This could offer a partial solution to the problem of keeping
areas from deteriorating.

In the past, maintenance costs were

always considered separate from construction costs and were never -

'
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figured in conjunction with the initial costs (Carreiro, 1968,
p. 18).

The costs of the ideal modular structural system would be

so low that rather than trying to maintain the house, the owner
would simply replace it when it began to deteriorate (Larson, 196.7,
p. 439).

It is conceivable that new parts for dwelling units may

be purchased in much the same manner as new parts are now obtained
for other objects of mass production (Carreiro, 1968, p. 18).

The

possibility of reducing construction costs could be realized.
People would pay only for. the useful life of the component, instead
of incurring a thirty-year mortgage on part of a structure which
would wear out in less than thirty years and have to be replaced
at extra cost.
Another money-saving idea involves the mechanical components
that remain the property of the utility company, therein reducing
one of the first costs of the dwelling unit.

This capital cost is

replaced by the monthly charges on the utility bill.

About 30 to

35 percent of the total cost of an in-place house (exclusive of the
land, etc.) is mechanical, water, and electrical subsystems (U. S.
Dept, of HUD, 1969, Vol. Ill, p. lv-75). Not being encumbered by
the ownership of any particular equipment, the user leaves the
upgrading to the utility company.

The utility companies can, as a

commercial business, depreciate such equipment at a much faster
rate, which would act as an incentive to replace the obsolete and
worn out components.

Thus, technical.advancements could be incor

porated into the old structures, not just the new ones.

This type

of system would act as another hedge against obsolescence.
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When the dwelling unit is manufactured in discrete compo
nents , it can be bought, financed, and rented in parts. As income
rises or decreases, the. owner is able to add on to his existing
housing additional features and amenities such as entertainment
walls or elaborate kitchens and bathrooms, rather than having to
seek these features in another more costly home probably in another
area (Schlefer, 1967, p. 14).

Likewise, the dwelling unit, can be

expanded, or contracted to meet the space needs of the family!s
present position in the family cycle.

A young couple needs a mini

mum amount of space, but would be able to purchase additional space,
rather than move, as its family grows. After the children have
grown up and moved out, the spatial requirements are no longer as
large.

As people grow older, the role of homeowner, with the

maintenance and repairs, becomes a heavy role to bear on a limited
income.

Thus, it would be desirable for older people to reduce

the spatial volume of their dwelling unit by simply reducing the.
number of modules, in the structure.
This type of modular system could easily be modified into
a self-help concept for the rural sectors.

Simplified modular sys

tems would be purchased and assembled by the owner.

The owner

would be able to increase the dwelling unit as his income or needs
demanded.

The self-help,house built with "sweat-equity" would re

quire less initial owner investment to provide a better dwelling
unit than is now within the reach of most rural people.
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Modular systems open a third alternative to people faced
with the perplexing question of moving to a new house or to a new
neighborhood.

At the.present time, the primary motive for resi

dential mobility is not the search for a new neighborhood, but a
search for more adequate living quarters (Greenbie, 1964, p. 359).
People who wish new housing of whatever sort must move to new
neighborhoods, or communities, or remodel.

The modular system

opens the third..alternative of adding more modules instead of
moving to another house.

People would be able to remain in the

same neighborhood if they so desired.

At the present time, it is

much easier to move people and their possessions than to move
walls and buildings.

Remodeling is inherently expensive and much

more difficult than building new.
House-related reasons for moving into new neighborhoods
greatly predominate over community-related reasons (58 over 9. per
cent) in Herbert Cans' study of Levittown (Greenbie, 1964, p. 356).
The need for more space was the primary motive for moving in this
study.

But, a survey conducted by the New York Urban League

found that non-white people moved primarily to seek out a better
living environment rather than for better shelter.

Thus, there

is a point in a neighborhood's deterioration and environmental
condition at which people want to leave the area.

It would have

to be demonstrated that the residents would desire to remain in
the.area (Greenbie, 1964, p. 357).

Such systems could be used to replace obsolete structure
as they wear out just as cell tissue is replaced in a healthy
organism without waiting for the whole body to become gangrenous
If the buildings were modular units from the beginning of the
cycle, then neighborhoods, or sections of the city, would never
become obsolete and never deteriorate from structural reasons,

CHAPTER 5
OBSOLESCENCE
In some of the previous chapters, obsolescence and the
subsequent deterioration of housing has been mentioned.
chapter will look at such problems.

This

It will examine some of the

causes and investigate how the use of modular systems might be
able to break the cycle.

Only those causes which modular systems

might be able to influence will be discussed.

Then, the succession

process of -structures will be investigated to find out how a mod
ular system could change the standard building cycle.
Obsolescence is only fully recognized and accepted in the
area of taxation in the form of depreciation allowance.

A machine

is sometimes said to be obsolete at the end of its economic life
when a new machine can do the same job in a more efficient way.at
lower total cost.

The focus of the replacement is the production

of a product, whereas, the focus of housing is on the capital goods
which produces over its lifetime a succession of different products
in the form of different types of households.

In other words, the

equipment is kept and the product is changed.

The occupants

change to fit the housing, not the house to fit the people.
It is not the fact of obsolescence which makes a dwelling
unit unsuitable, but only the degree.
deficient per se.

Obsolete housing is not

The state of obsolescence will often lead to
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neglect of physical conditions and overutilization of such proper
ties, resulting in gradual accumulation of deficiencies ( H a a s 1964,
p. 7).

A dwelling unit can be deteriorated from sheer, use but not

obsolete. A unit can be obsolete but not deteriorated.

Part of

the trouble is the fact that the degree and the nature of obsoles
cence and its consequences are subjectively determined.

This will

mean different things to different people at different times and
places under different conditions.
Causes
Obsolescence has two major causes:

functional and social.

The first cause is related to advancing technology and to changing
land uses.

The second cause is a function of social depreciation

of rising and changing social patterns and standards, plus progres
sive overutilization.

Deterioration is a result of either one or

both of these causes, plus the withholding of capital for maintenance
(Breyer, 1967, p. 372).
Many residential areas in the older parts of cities were
formed decades ago for purposes and in locations that were adequate
at the time but have lost their original designation,.value', and
usability.

All urban property is fixed by immobility and rigidity

of structure while affected by a changing market and separated from

' technology.

The original supply of structures, now inadequate, has

a' monopoly over the", land because of the structural inflexibility.
The units are much too durable for the good of the community ■
(Fisher, 1959, p. 14).

Technical change has little impact on the
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original structures because advancements cannot be incorporated
into them without great difficulty.

Building construction reflects

a more permanent long-run commitment in location patterns than is
characteristic of economic functions and social groups which use
these buildings (Bourne, 1969, p. 185).

Though it costs less to

rehabilitate, the architectural limitations of the original design
often cause the rehabilitated unit to be obsolete before occupancy
(Austin, 1968, p. 182).

Technical change may significantly alter

land use or induce shifts in land use, resulting in extreme landuse conflicts or in the separation of complementary uses to the
structure and area.

The result is fear of a decided economic dis

advantage to the owner if ownership were continued, while at .the
same time, disposal of such properties would result in substantial
loss (Breyer, 1967, p. 373).
The relationship between physical condition of the struc
ture and its economic life expectancy is complex.

Possibility of

shifting a structure to a less and less descending market may en
courage the owner to carry the property well beyond the point at
which it has ceased to be attractive and accelerate the physical
demise.

The physical condition is a relevant influence upon a

structure’s economic life.

The older units that are no longer

considered appropriate in size, in location, or in quality are
dropped in relative value and are made available to lower-income
groups.

These units.offer living accommodations to poorer people,

thus retaining some economic life.

Thus, obsolete and deteriorated

housing can be both useful and a problem to the community at the
same time.

The critical point of property depreciation is urban

blight which designates the critical stage in both functional and
social depreciation at which real property, beyond its existing
conditions or use, is unacceptable to the community (Breyer, 1967,
372).

Intolerable use follows intolerable conditions, and the

intolerable conditions follow intolerable use (Breyer, 1967, p. 373).
Interrelationships of conditions and use frequently produce cumu
lative multiple deterioration.
Modular Systems
Modular building systems can offer help in solving parts
of these complex problems.

But, at the same time, changes must

occur in the income and tax laws, the market apparatus and landvalue systems, and the like before these problems can be solved
outright (Douglas National Commission, 1969, p. 342).

The greatest

single advantage which modular systems offer is the flexibility and
mobility of nonpermanent structures as compared to the permanence,
immobility, and rigidity of regular units.

Changing a structure to

meet new living styles, patterns, and integrating new technology is
economically and structurally feasible.

This would be accomplished
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without disruption and would not be limited, as in the conventional
Structures, by the original architectural specifications.

Rehabil

itation is a trade-off between economic benefits and degree of
obsolescence.

With modular systems, the rehabilitation would simply

be the replacement of a module or a number of modules.

The structure

could be designed to.be replaced after so many years with new mod
ules incorporating the new technical advancements.

Just the fact

of replacement of modules every few years would keep a structure
in relatively good condition and appearance. The building cycle
would be shorter than the previous conventional cycle.

No longer

would structures become obsolete, because they will lose their
rigidity and permanence,
patterns.
styles.

The same is true for changing social

Structures could evolve with the changing patterns and
The only limitation would be the special restrictions of

each site.

Likewise, as new land-use patterns, transportation

systems, and social patterns develop, the area would be able to
evolve to take advantage of the new developments.

They are made

to be moved to the assembly site, so they can be moved from.the
site and probably even rearranged on the same site.

Presently, a

site is redeveloped when the value of the land exceeds the'demoli
tion costs and the remaining'economic life of the structure.

Demo

lition costs are high and often block redevelopment (Fisher, 1959,
p. 50).

Modular systems, once in use, will significantly reduce

the costs involved in the demolition.
Regardless of the degree of obsolescence, older units com
pete in the market with the up-to-date units by offering services,
for low-income people.(Fisher, 1959, p. 60)*

A structure has a

series of economic lives, each one at a lower level.
sult is a slum.
break this cycle.

The end re

The employment of modular systems will be able to
First, advancing technology will increase the

housing stock and reduce the price of a housing unit.

Second,

modules will shorten the physical life: of the structure, thereby
shortening the economic life and reducing the number of progres
sions down the economic scale.

With the market for housing thus

expanded and increased, competition will encourage the replacement
of older modular structures with new ones. The costs of the indi
vidual modules and replacement process will help to encourage this.
. If a landlord no longer can gain profit because his units are no
longer attractive, he will either replace the units with another
land use or modernize the units.
Models of Building Cycles
The average dwelling unit has a life cycle comprised of a
succession of generalized phases of development.

This is a largely

untested hypothesis, but implies a logical or an ideal form of se
quences of succession (Andrews, 1971, p. 100).

It is appropriate

for investigating the possible effects of modular building systems
on the cycle.

It must be assumed that the total urban area of

which the neighborhood is a part is experiencing normal conditions
and nothing unusual is occurring.

Recognition of change occurs

via a series of indicators that attempt to measure the structure
and the movement of the neighborhood through its life span of
growth, maturity, decline, and rebirth (Andrews, 19.71, p. 102).
/The rest of this chapter will present two different models for
/.

'

' comparison purposes.

-

The first is that of a single-family, de

tached house built by the conventional stick-built process, and
the second is the same type of dwelling built under a modular

■
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process.

Both units are average-priced housing.

The conventional

cycle is approximately 40 years in length for the whole cycle, as
compared with 23 years for the modular cycle.
Conventional Cycle
Growth Phase
The structure is built during the growth phase on either
raw or vacant land.

The situs pattern for.the dominant use is

evolving, which pushes up value levels of the buildings and land.
Situs, broadly defined, is the total interaction of an urban en
vironment with a specific land use on a specific parcel at a
specific time (Andrews, 1971, p. 21),

The structure is new, so

that maintenance is nil except towards the end of this phase.
Yard maintenance will be improving over this period, as will pub
lic maintenance.
mum.

Structure'density is assumed to reach its maxi

The Value will continue to accrue to a fully built area as

a result of the maturing environment.

The length of this phase is

approximately five years.
Maturity Phase
The maturity phase, immediately following the growth
phase, is a stabilization period of the structure and. the area.
Growth slackens considerably, and the value of the structure be- .
gins to decrease toward the end of the phase while the value of
land continues to increase.
best during maturity.

Situs considerations will be at their

Turnover of property begins to increase.
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This increase is a function of the maturing family cycle and the
weakening competitive position of the neighborhood.

Maintenance

of the structure and environment is at its peak half-way through
the cycle, with the level dropping as the phase progresses.

The

maturity phase is about twenty years in length.
Decline Phase
The decline phase follows the maturity phase and is a
normal happening in the process of land development.

The impor

tant factor is how the decline is handled, whether it leads to
deterioration.or regrowth.

This phase is approximately ten years

in duration.
Aggregate structure values begin to drop sharply.

The

cumulation of decline conditions with the negative impact on the
dominant land use is the general cause of value decline (Andrews,
1971, p. 118).

The value of the land may or may not continue to

increase, largely depending upon the location and accessibility
within the urban area.

There will be a change in makeup and qual

ity of the situs pattern and the environment.
start to invade the area.

Other land uses will

Public and private facilities will be

come obsolete and will have deteriorated.

Transfer from owner to

tenant occupancy begins in the early phase and increases rapidly.
Families of a different socio-economic class will begin to move into
the area.
Age, in itself, except for obsolescence, might not contrib
ute substantially to decline.

But, when age is linked to declining
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supporting .incomes and to either weakening incentives towards
property preservation or a different social attitude towards up
keep, then the, impact is noticeable. The property value assess
ments by this time should have begun to recede.

More than likely,,

taxes will probably follow an upward trend of the past in both
real arid absolute terms (Andrews, 1971, p. 126).
The critical part is whether or not the declining trend
will continue or renewal and regrowth will occur.

The wait-and-

see attitude characterizes the action of most owners and investors
in the area.

There will be a number of experimentations to improve

some of the structures and land uses. A positive trend will not
be evident until the conditions contributing to it are.firmly
'established (Andrews, 1971, p. 129).

If the positive factors' fail

to take hold or the experimenters fail, the area will continue to.
deteriorate.
New Growth Phase
The other possibility is that the area will experience re
newal (public and private) and regrowth.
assert itself among the experimenters.

Competition will begin to
As the new uses are created

and strengthen their own situs environment, other investors will
begin entering this area.

This occurs not only in the multiplica

tion of the new uses themselves, but also in the encouragement of
ancillary uses, both public and private.
Aggregate.structure values will start to rise but not as
fast as before because replacement costs are higher than before.
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Land acquisition costs including old buildings and the dollar-andtime cost of their clearance is a retarding influence. However,
the drag which the old uses have on new growth will ultimately be
abated.by pressure of housing code enforcement and tax assessments
reflecting new potentials (Andrews, 1971, p. 136).
Modular Cycle
There are many modular systems, each different in its own
way, that affect some phase of the building cycle.

To keep the

comparison between the conventional cycle and this one on an equal
and manageable basis, one system was chosen for this example.

The

modular system chosen is one already in production by Environmental
Systems Industries, Los Angeles, California, and developed by
Barry Berkus of B. A. Berkus Associates.

The dwellings are single

family, detached housing assembled from one module (880 sq. ft.
for $10,000), two modules (1,440 sq. ft. for $14,900), or three
modules (1,650 sq. ft. at $17,500) (House & Home, 1970, p. 56).
For this example the land is purchased and not leased.

This cycle

is an ideal succession of phases based on speculation, because
such data about modular housing does not exist at this time.
Growth Phase
The growth phase will be shorter than the conventional
growth phase by three years. A lot can be developed and the modules
placed on the lot, ready for occupancy, within forty-five to fifty
days.

Once the initial construction is over, the situs pattern

'
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will develop similarly to the conventional cycle.
will be improving as will public maintenance.

Yard maintenance

Structure density

will not reach maximum in this period as in the conventional cycle.
Instead, structure density will reach maximum in the maturity
phase.

The value of the neighborhood will continue to accrue.

Maturity Phase
The maturity phase, immediately following the growth phase,
is a stabilization period of the area in this cycle lasting for
fifteen years, which is also shorter than in the conventional cycle.
The area will reach its maximum density during this phase by con
tinuing to grow in the initial stages of the phase.

All of the

lots may have dwelling units on them from the previous phase, but

A

these units will increase in size during the maturity phase.
one-module unit may become a two- or three-module unit as the
family or as the income grows accordingly.

The old single-module

unit may be trucked away to become a vacation house somewhere, and
a new modular structure may be assembled on the same site.

The

character of the area probably will not change appreciably as the
density increases because the trees, landscaping, and the general
environment are established.

The aggregate value of the neighbor

hood will continue to accrue over time.

The turnover of property

will be less than in the conventional cycle for the same time
period.

Minor maintenance of both yards and .structures becomes

necessary as the modules begin to wear out in the latter part of
this phase.

Decline Phase
The decline phase will follow the maturity phase even in
a modular cycle but will b e •nine years shorter than in the conven- .
tional cycle. Aggregate structure values will begin to drop sharply
as the modules wear out.

The lifetime of the modules will depend

to a great degree upon the longevity built into the modules, but at
some point, they must wear out.

At this point, the modules_ either

will be replaced with new modules, or the present owners will move,
leaving an obsolete module with a piece of land for redevelopment
by the new owners.

'The decision will depend largely upon the

familyrs position in the family cycle.
There will be a change in the makeup and the quality of
the situs pattern and environment.

Some public and private facili

ties will become obsolete and deteriorate.

Families of a different

socio-economic class will begin to move into the area.

There will

be less renting of units than in the conventional cycle. - Other
land uses will start to invade the area.

These nonresidential

land uses will be attracted partly by the location of the area and
the relative ease of land clearance by carting off the modules.
New Growth Phase
The neighborhood will experience new growth in one. of
■
' several ways.

The future will depend upon several external fac

tors such as location within the urban area, accessibility, and
value of land as compared to the rest of the city.' Tf the area
remains residential, the old worn-out modules will be replaced
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with new modules.

The density of the area will increase, because

multi-family units will be built in the area, using modular sys
tems.

The number of single-family units will be less than in the

original growth phase.

The situs pattern will change to accommo

date the multi-family units and the other land uses.

The area

will experiment with various patterns and mixtures. -Nonresidential
land uses will be retained.

As in the conventional cycle, the

common attitude will be one of wait-and-see among the property
owners.

If, on the other hand, the experiments prove more success

ful, the residential modules will be cleared by carting them away
in a matter of weeks to free the land for rebuilding.

CHAPTER ,6

CONCLUSION

In the United States today, at a time when housing is
needed more than ever, Americans are presently taking a long and
hard look at industrialization as an answer to some of the housing
problems.

The success of the mobile home has proven that indus

trialization can succeed.

It has proven a number of points:

first,

factory production can generate dramatic savings; second, what
could not be accomplished in the traditional housing industry
could be done outside of it; and third, the public will buy it if
you provide enough cost savings.
Modular housing systems start where mobile homes leave off.
Mobile homes have only a limited application, but this is not so
with modular housing systems. Modular systems are in the infant
stage of development; nevertheless, a modular system is a more
complete, thought-out concept than is the mobile home. Modular
housing systems can be used as a planning and development tool to
help provide solutions to certain housing problems.

Most of the

advantages found in modular systems, are inherent in the modular
system.

Some of these factors are not part of the present conven

tional stick-built process which may account for some of the prob
lems facing urban areas.

This is not to say that modular systems

provide a panacea for the solution of all the housing problems of
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cities.

They will help to solve some of these problems, but other

things, both physical and social, must also occur.
The positive factors found in the modular systems are as
follows:
Systematic Approach--factory-produced modules are
one element of a system which interrelates all the
determinants of the housing product.
Built in a Factory— application of the assembly
line fabrication of housing modules uses less ex
pensive labor on a seasonal basis.
Flexible, Movable, Nonpermanent, and Replaceable-if trucked to an assembly site, modules can be
moved from the site, or rearranged on the site,
which applies to both structure and land use.
Less Time in Construction— housing can be produced
more rapidly than by conventional methods of con
struction.
Less Cost— increased speed.of construction results
in dramatic saving because of shorter financing time.
Less Disruptive— change is possible without destruc
tion of an area.

It is possible to create a con

tinuum with the fabric of the surrounding area and
integrate the old with the new.
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.This paper has attempted to point out a two-prong approach
to the application of modular housing.

First, it gave examples of

existing systems which are capable of capitalizing on existing
facilities to make housing units available and solve problems now.
.Second, it described problems and conditions to which prototype
and experimental modular systems should address themselves.

Some

Of these experiments will fail, others will be expensive, some
will be successful, but all will provide badly needed data and will
contribute to the realization of a comprehensive housing system.
Perhaps the real goals to be achieved with the help of
industrialization are matching the solution to the problem,
adapting modular systems to meet a flexible need and demand, and
creating a decent home and a "better total environment.
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